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Legal
Disclaimer
The contents of
this document were
created carefully
and according to
the current state of
knowledge of the
author.

Document Content. The contents of this document were
created carefully and according to the current state of knowledge of
the author. We are responsible for them only within the framework of
general laws, for our own content according to § 7 TMG, and for thirdparty content according to §§ 8 - 10 TMG. As a service provider, we are
responsible for third-party content no earlier than when we become
aware of a specific violation of the law. We reserve the right to change
or delete informational content in whole or in part, provided that
contractual obligations remain unaffected.

Referral to External Websites. The content of third-party

For all content and
especially for damages
resulting from the use
of the information
available on the linked
websites, only the
provider of the linked
website is liable.

websites that we may refer to directly or indirectly (through hyperlinks
or deep links) is beyond the scope of our responsibility, and we do not
adopt or accept it as our own. When establishing the link, we would‘ve
been unaware of any illegal content on the linked websites. Because
we have no influence or control over the current and future design or
content of the linked websites, we expressly separate ourselves from all
content of linked websites that may have changed since the link was
created.
For all content, and especially for damages that may result from the use
of information available on linked websites within this document, only
the original provider of the linked website is liable. If made aware of any
illegal, unlawful, or incorrect content on linked websites, the website
links shall be removed.

Copyright. All content displayed herein or on linked websites, i.e.,
including but not limited to particular texts, images, photos, graphic
representations, music, brands, and trademarks, are subject to the
standards of German copyright law. The use, reproduction, etc., is
subject to the rights of the respective authors and/or rights managers.
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Legal
Disclaimer

Risk Disclosure. Financial investments carry

equivalent agency worldwide. Legislative and regulatory

inherent systematic risks. Speculative investment

changes or actions at the state, federal, or international

products like cryptocurrency involve increased risk

level may adversely affect cryptocurrency use, transfer,

exposure and may be unsuitable for inexperienced or

exchange, and value. The funds you deposit for

safe-haven investors.

“staking” are not protected by insurance in the event of
bankruptcy or insolvency of TRILLANT, or the event, that

High-leverage investment strategies correlate with

your funds are misappropriated.

higher rewards and a greater risk of loss. While
unavoidable, risk can be managed by carefully analyzing

Conclusion. Your deposits in TRILLANT are at risk

investment goals, financial positions, risk tolerances,

of 100% daily loss. Do not use funds secured by loans as

investment experience, product knowledge or seeking

deposits or investments in TRILLANT. All funds reinvested

the advice of a professional financial advisor.

in TRILLANT are at the risk of 100% daily loss. Therefore,
only use funds to invest in TRILLANT that will not

Past investment results do not guarantee future returns.

negatively impact or jeopardize your everyday life in the

Speculative investments, including but not limited

event of a total loss.

to decentralized finance, position all or part of your
investment capital at risk for total loss. You should,

Pre-Launch Disclosure. TRILLANT Value

therefore, carefully consider whether such investments

Tokens purchased at the Pre-Launch price of $0.05 are

are suitable for you in light of your circumstances and

locked for 52 weeks, irrespective of the investment option

financial resources.

selected - Buy and Hold, Short-Term Staking, or LongTerm Staking.

Decentralized financial investments are not covered
by either FDIC or SIPC insurance in the US or any
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TRILLANT
Defined
TRILLANT is a revolutionary community-driven cryptocurrency
investment ecosystem founded and built on blockchain technology.
The name “TRILLANT” identifies the TRILLANT ecosystem and the TRILLANT Value Token (cryptocurrency).
The TRILLANT ecosystem consists of three founding

In today’s global marketplace, companies face a

pillars. Referred to as “TRIPLE T“ or “TTT,” these pillars

unique set of challenges that may restrict growth,

include TRILLANT, TRILLON, and TRILLANDO.

limit scalability, and prevent even the best products or
services from reaching their intended audiences.

•

TRILLANT Value Token (TRI) represents the
cryptocurrency financial instrument utilized

Entrepreneurs often emerge by specializing in their

for staking and generating weekly profits. The

unique goods or services. As a result of their isolated

title TRILLANT also has the dual meaning of

and limited experience, they lack the necessary skills

representing the TRILLANT ecosystem as a whole.

to remain competitive and profitable while meeting
technological advancements, marketing expertise and

•

TRILLON Stable Coin (TRIL) is a 1:1 stablecoin that

expenses, online optimization, customer acquisition,

is backed up by, and tethered to, the US Dollar.

and sales strategies. An integrated and seamless

One TRIL equals one US dollar.

commerce system with a “win for all“ factor is needed
and is now at hand.

•

TRILLANDO is the integrated TRILLANT
marketplace solution that offers added value and

TRILLANT‘s marketplace solution positions

opportunity for market participants. Marketplace

and empowers all parties to focus on their core

users are connected via TRILLON blockchain,

competencies. TRILLANT creates transparency,

making partnerships universally transparent,

sustainable economic success, and long-term

tamper-proof, and easy to implement.

partnerships by connecting members through
the TRILLANDO Marketplace and integrated
blockchain services.
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Successful participation in today’s
global market demands strong sales
expertise and business development
fundamentals.
Traditional business operations require
interaction with multiple independent
service providers, which significantly
complicates business processes and
increases the risk of error.
TRILLANT’s complete solution
approach positions all parties to
focus on their core competencies.
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TRILLANT
Ecosystem
TRILLANT is transforming the world of finance. Moving at the
speed of the internet and free of traditional regulations, TRILLANT
offers an integrated commerce solution, efficiently saving you
time and money.

VALUE TOKEN

T H E

N E W

E R A

O F

STABLE PAY COIN

E-COMMERCE

F I N A N C E

THE N EW ERA O F S HO P PI NG
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The Big
Picture
The TRILLANT ecosystem is comprised of:

In addition to staking gains, income streams are
available to Merchants in the TRILLANDO Marketplace

•

TRILLANT - Value Token

through the selling of goods and services, and to

•

TRILLON - Stable Pay Coin

Affiliate Partners through referrals.

•

TRILLANDO - Marketplace

•

EXCHANGE - Currency Gateway

TRILLON Pay Coin, operating as the primary payment

•

MEMBERS - Affiliate or Passive

unit within the ecosystem, ensures transaction

•

CUSTOMERS - Consumers

transparency through blockchain technology.

•

MERCHANTS - Businesses
TRILLANT DeFi investment strategies include, but

Decentralization is a key advantage of the TRILLANT

are not limited to:

ecosystem. All members are equal, with full access to
validated ledger data providing complete control over

•

assets and transactions.

tools
•

Unlocking new income opportunities, TRILLANT is the
first decentralized ecosystem that integrates all factors
of commerce utilizing blockchain technology.

A combination of DeFi strategies with algorithmic
Tokenized long and short positions on lending
markets to balance portfolio risks

•

Automated investment yield products gathering
protocol fees while managing liquidity

The standard process in the ecosystem begins with

The TRILLANT ecosystem integrates two blockchains,

earnings. Members are variably compensated and

providing an unprecedented service package.

partake in generated revenues through the process of
TRILLANT staking.

"I believe that cryptocurrency and the use of blockchain technology can
open up an economy to individuals and groups that have been historically
excluded or ignored by the free market and financial institutions.”
- Erich Ely
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We are witnessing the
most powerful and revolutionary
economic change of all time.
Technology-driven innovation in financial
services is creating a wave of disruption
across the globe.
Outdated structures and services are
disappearing while state-of-the-art systems
are relentlessly advancing to dominate and
redefine commerce as we know it.
One hundred fifty years of history reveal that

We are now on
the verge of a
global financial
breakthrough.

fintech has played a vital role in ushering in
the financial revolution.
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Perfect
Timing
DeFi Revolution

The TRILLANT staking platform provides the

The decentralized cryptocurrency market materialized

opportunity to seize control over personal and

in 2008 with the emergence of Bitcoin. With more than

business finances through a transparent, revenue-

20,000 unique coins, cryptocurrency has disrupted the

sharing blockchain banking system.

central financial system opening the space as a free
market for individuals, companies, and entrepreneurs.

Attractive Compensation
The TRILLANT ecosystem changes the way people

Today’s global cryptocurrency
market cap is 1.02 Trillion Dollars.

engage in commerce and personal finance. Unlike

Experts predict that the traditional banking system,

their individual investments. A member of the TRILLANT

as we know it today, will dissolve within 3-5 years.
Regardless of the banking industry’s longevity,
cryptocurrency and blockchain technology are

traditional banking systems, the profits generated from
deposits are generously allocated to members based on
staking platform can earn up to 50% APY on their staked
deposit.

challenging the worldwide financial system.

Additionally, Affiliate Partners maximize referral

Free enterprise and the current foundational shifts in the

wealth through TRILLANT staking.

global economy have opened up new opportunities to

commissions by helping others earn profits and build

seize control over personal and business finances.

Independent Ecosystem

Gain Control

facets of commerce, providing the ideal solution to buy

Traditional banking institutions have been entrusted
to “hold and protect” people’s money for generations.
However, account holders receive little or no interest
in exchange, while banks use deposits for lucrative
financial gains and retain 100% of their profits. The time
has arrived to regain control over hard-earned personal

TRILLANT’s stand-alone ecosystem incorporates all
and sell goods or services.
A transparent and decentralized structure ensures
full-scale accountability and prevents all parties
from presenting fraudulent information or unfairly
using the system to their advantage.

equity and reap the deserved rewards.

The TRILLANT ecosystem changes the way people
engage in commerce and personal finance.
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VALUE TOKEN

The TRILLANT Value Token is the
central investment instrument of the
TRILLANT ecosystem.
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Short and Long-Term staking options generate
sustainable income streams that empower token
owners to regain control of their personal finances.
Buy and Hold. TRILLANT Value Tokens are digital

Long-Term Staking. Long-Term Staking

assets that can be purchased, held on speculation, and

generates sustainable income streams to benefit

traded for potential profit based on market indicators.

participants of the TRILLANT ecosystem.
Long-Term Staking yields TRILLON Stable Pay Coins,

Staking Options. For the investor, staking is the

which can be utilized as a payment method in the

passive activity of offering cryptocurrency holdings

TRILLANDO Marketplace or converted to other

to a network for a set period, similar to deposits in a

currencies.

traditional bank or money market account.
In exchange for the use of staked holdings, investors
receive earned interest or rewards in the form of
TRILLON Stable Pay Coin.
TRILLANT operates on a proof-of-stake validation
process to reduce energy, maintain blockchain
integrity, and create a simple, fair, and transparent
method of representing the token holder’s deposit.
TRILLANT Value Token staking options include Short
and Long-Term staking periods, which generate fixed
weekly rewards in the form of TRILLON Stable Pay
Coin.
TRILLON Stable Pay Coins purchase TRILLANT Value
Tokens, which are used in Short and Long-Term
Staking, which yield additional TRILLON.

Short-Term Staking. In Short-Term Staking,
TRILLANT Value Tokens are staked (locked) for a
specified period, yielding TRILLON Stable Pay Coins.

Short-Term Staking options include:
• 4 weeks - 1.5% Term Yield
• 9 weeks - 3.5% Term Yield
• 26 weeks - 11.0% Term Yield

In Long-Term Staking, TRILLANT
tokens remain locked for 52
weeks to stabilize token value and
ecosystem sustainability.
Compensation in Long-Term Staking is a fixed 50%
APY based on the token value at the time of staking.
At the staking period expiration, staked tokens remain
as TRILLANT Value Tokens, which are then unlocked
and available to the wallet holder.
A unique feature offered only in Long-Term Staking
is the Option Call, which allows stakers to capture
increased market values of TRILLANT every four
weeks with a renewed 52-week staking term.

The TRILLANT ecosystem
provides the opportunity to
decide if yields are re-staked or
allocated for daily expenses.
TRILLANT Tokenomics
• Ticker Trading Symbol – TRI
• ERC20 Token
• Smart Contract - Ethereum
• Max Supply – 50 Billion Tokens

The TRILLANT Value Token has a built-in “buy back” function, controlling token
circulation, which corresponds to deflation and sustainable price growth.
*TRILLANT Value Tokens purchased at the Pre-Launch price of $0.05 are locked for 52 weeks, irrespective of the investment
option selected - Buy and Hold, Short-Term Staking, or Long-Term Staking.
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STABLE PAY COIN

TRILLON specifications include:

TRILLON earning options include:

• Technology based on Litecoin

• Short or Long-Term Staking

• Litecoin is a widespread technology; compatible

• Affiliate Partner rewards

with the most diverse exchanges, which is, above all
else, ideal for future integration with various payment

• TRILLANDO Marketplace commissions based on
products or services

providers.
• Value stability at 1 USD

TRILLON Tokenomics

• 100% sustainably minted (eco-friendly)

• Ticker Trading Symbol - TRIL
• Litecoin Blockchain; Kernel v0.21.2.1

All processes in sales and
compensation include TRILLON
as a central grounding element,
providing stability as an added
value and advantage.
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• Target Supply - 20 Billion Coins
• Stablecoin - Pegged to the US dollar
• Transaction Target Speed - less than 2 minutes
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Decentralized
Finance
Banking Re-Imagined. As a stable digital asset with

Speed. With high-performance speed and efficiency,

global reach, the TRILLON Stable Pay Coin transcends

TRILLON exceeds traditional transaction times.

borders and traditional banking operations. From the
convenience of a mobile device, TRILLON is easily sent to

Stability. TRILLON is a stablecoin pegged to the USD

friends and family, used to pay for goods and services, or

with a target market cap of 20 billion coins.

held for future use.
Simplicity. Transfer funds with ease and convenience.
No bank account required.

TRILLON has no limits and no borders. A transparent
transaction ledger offers the assurance and confidence

People and businesses use
TRILLON because it’s a fast, safe,
and more efficient way to send,
spend and exchange money
worldwide.

that funds have reached their final destination.
Sufficiency: TRILLON‘s scrypt-based POW and fast
block generation rate require low energy consumption
and transaction fees.

1 TRIL = 1 USD

PAYMENT
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TRILLANDO
Marketplace
Fetteste

Überschrift
ever auf
dunkel
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TRILLANDO Marketplace operates as a central commerce network in
the TRILLANT ecosystem. The Marketplace connects Customers,
Merchants and Affiliate Partners.

TRILLANDO users enjoy buying goods and services

E-commerce Challenges. Merchants face a

through a user-friendly interface that integrates a wide

number of overwhelming obstacles before successfully

range of payment options.

launching a business — from software development to
marketing to sales to building a long-term customer

Merchant registration for the
Marketplace creates a unique user
address in the blockchain, storing the
complete transaction history.
The TRILLANDO Marketplace includes:
•

Customers - purchase goods and services on
the Marketplace through convenient payment
methods.

•

Merchants - after application approval, produce
goods and services for placement on the
Marketplace and receive automatic compensation
for successful sales.

•

Affiliate Partners - recommend goods and
services to buyers and refer new Merchants
with compensation received in TRILLON after a
successful sale.

base.
Likewise, start-up companies often encounter budget
constraints for high-level technical solutions, which may
lead to unmaintained or mismanaged support systems
that render businesses inoperable.
Additionally, errors during the ordering process,
payment, or billing undermine the customer trust cycle
and present frustrating challenges that halt sales and
revenue.
And while listing engines attempt to offer an
economically permissible but broad range of products
and services, a growing challenge exists for companies
to maintain market knowledge of products and services
while considering specific customer needs.
TRILLANDO offers the ideal system solution
allowing Merchants to concentrate on core
competencies while the TRILLANT ecosystem
manages the business processes in the

Listing. The cost basis of goods and services in the

background.

Marketplace shows in FIAT or TRILLON Stable Pay Coin.
Payment. Marketplace users can choose a convenient
payment method for delivered goods and services,
which include TRILLON or other cryptocurrencies.

17
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TRILLANDO
Marketplace
Solutions
TRILLANDO offers Merchants a clear competitive advantage.
Synthesis. The over-arching goal of TRILLANT is to

Technical Solutions. Merchants can focus

span all aspects of commerce, from producing income

on core business essentials while the TRILLANDO

to achieving economic independence to the daily supply

tech team offers 24/7 maintenance and covers the

of products and services. TRILLANDO‘s ready-to-use

cost of development for IT operations, technological

e-commerce solution equips Merchants with effective

advancements, and system integrations.

business tools.

Payment Processing. TRILLANDO‘s use of
Cryptocurrency Payment Gate. The

blockchain technology facilitates convenient real-time

revolutionary TRILLON Stable Pay Coin is a business

payment methods with back office processing and

breakthrough for Merchants to accept and exchange

automated fund distribution.

cryptocurrency payments. Fast, secure, efficient, and
flexible, TRILLANDO levels the playing field and opens

Product Listings. Marketplace product listings

untapped opportunities.

are filtered for optimal placement through communitydriven feedback, member surveys, product ratings, and

Software Development. With a dedicated

customer product reviews.

support team and optimized user-friendly software,
Merchants no longer need to commit capital for required

Customers are incentivized for product suggestions

development to handle payment processing, record

and reviews to help promote, sustain, and generate

keeping, or revenue distribution.

commerce for the TRILLANDO Marketplace.

Marketing and Customer Base. Merchants

The Marketplace offers members the unique

gain immediate access to an international customer base

opportunity to exchange TRILLON earnings for

and referral network. TRILLANDO‘s reach into global

goods and services.

markets and communities offers the ideal touchpoints
for rapid brand recognition, increased sales, and new

TRILLANDO is a business game-changer for Merchants

product or service opportunities.

worldwide. Through fast, convenient, and efficient
solutions, Merchants are now positioned to buy and sell
goods or services utilizing advanced technology on their
own terms.
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Member feedback loops and surveys in the
Marketplace help ensure that the community’s
needs are met.
Valid transaction data
is securely stored on
the blockchain and
used as a valuable
analytics tool.

Benefits for Merchants
• TRILLANDO equips Merchants to accept cryptocurrency as a payment
option for goods and services.
• TRILLANDO offers a ready-to-use processing engine for a transparent
accounting system of Merchant activities through the blockchain.
• Transparent operations using blockchain technology significantly
enhance a Merchant‘s reputation.
• Valid transaction data is securely stored on the blockchain and used as

TRILLANDO offers a
ready-to-use
processing engine
to deliver transparent
accounting of
company activities.

a valuable analytics tool.
• System development meets industry-specific demands, which
positions new Merchants for prompt integration. In particular, this
benefits new Merchants that lack the resources to initiate a full-scale
e-commerce launch.
• The Marketplace is a global platform with an established and
sustainable customer base.
• Direct product and service listings optimize the customer experience.
• All TRILLANDO technical support is managed by TRILLANT, allowing
Merchants to focus on their core area of expertise.
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TRILLANDO
Advantages
Customer
• Discover and enjoy a wide range selection of
products and services.

• Purchase merchandise at special prices at select
Merchants with the use of the TRILLON Stable Pay
Coin.

• Access listing vouchers from large retail chains
such as Aldi, Lidl, Walmart, Woolworth, or similar
organizations abroad.
• Choose from a wide range of payment options in
different currencies.

• Convenient access to buy unique goods that are not
offered in all countries.
• An intuitive customer interface that connects
goods and services from global economies through
blockchain technology.

• Access worldwide products and easily make crossborder payments.

• Bundling of a unique assortment of goods and
services in the Marketplace to cover all needs.

• Low service fees.

Affiliate Partner
• Referring Merchants to TRILLANDO Marketplace leads
to a sustainable and lucrative income stream.
• Accrued compensation immediately and appropriately
distributed through blockchain technology.

• Retain and spend earnings within the TRILLANT
ecosystem without the exchange to fiat.
• Generate income overrides through affiliate team
Merchant referrals.

• Power to identify, determine, and build preferred
Merchant relationships.
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Merchant
• TRILLANDO integrates an international network of

• Merchants gain access to a complete transaction

Customers and Merchants. The implementation of

history for revenue sharing confirmation and

blockchain technology enables cross-border payments,

accountability.

providing easy access to global markets.
• The Marketplace offers multiple Merchant categories to
• Merchants may accept cryptocurrency as an additional

list specific goods and services.

form of payment using the TRILLON Stable Pay Coin.
• TRILLANDO offers a ready-to-use trading platform with
dedicated support, a user-friendly interface, a ready-touse sales department, and an instant customer base.

Premium Merchant Membership
Merchants looking to build a sustainable income

• Targeted advertising.

stream in the TRILLANT ecosystem may take advantage
of the Premium Membership to maximize benefits.
*Membership fees apply.

• Direct use of TRILLON Stable Pay Coin for associated
Merchant fees.

Premium Merchant Membership advantages
include:
• Gain the merchant account feature to offer discounts
and coupons.
• Premium advertisement options.

The Premium Membership offers
key benefits to assist TRILLANT
Merchants in building a lucrative
income stream.
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Market
Strategy
The intelligent connection of customers,
merchants, supply chains, and distributors is
essential to successful economic ventures.
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Market
Strategy
Revenue-Sharing Model

Traditional Affiliate Models

The vision to take TRILLANT to the world revolves

From a strict financial and technical viewpoint, the

around the core philosophy of a joint partnership with

traditional affiliate model works as a restricted closed-

the TTT community. This partnership is expressed and

loop, exclusively in favor of the parent company.

forged through a simple and transparent revenuesharing model.

Proprietary, company-managed software is utilized to
distribute revenue, removing measures of accountability

Highly-reputable companies use referral or affiliate

in fund allocation.

programs to compensate customers through revenuesharing for new member acquisitions.

Without a system of checks and balances, result
tampering and exaggerated statistical data become

Amazon, Uber, VISA, Airbnb, eBay, Tesla, and PayPal,

possible.

among other well-known companies, have proven and
leveraged the efficiency of referral programs.

TRILLANT‘s integrated blockchain technology delivers
open-source transparency to inform and protect its

As part of their referral program, Airbnb members

members.

receive loyalty points on their accounts for “friend
referrals.” As a result, the number of reservations in

A transparent and decentralized structure ensures

specific regions has increased by 25%.

full-scale accountability and prevents all parties
from presenting fraudulent information or misusing

Building wealth and income
through referrals is a globally
recognized principle that
TRILLANT draws upon.
The philosophy of these programs is similar to the payfor-performance principle and are becoming increasingly
popular as a modern business development strategy
in customer base expansion, customer retention, and
brand extension.
The affiliate sector grows exponentially, with a
projected cumulative global volume of 15.2 billion
USD by 2024.
These revenues are generated by an estimated 148
million affiliate partners worldwide, with sales leading
the way as one of the world‘s most robust and
fastest-growing industries. Regions with the highest
independent volumes include Asia, Europe, and North
America.
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TRILLANT’s Approach
With the rise of individual independence, time flexibility,
and team-centered focus, the concept of affiliate
partnerships has become increasingly popular and
highly successful.
TRILLANT’s revenue-sharing model offers a selfgoverning approach, which elicits exceptional
performance-oriented results defined by fair and
transparent metrics.
TRILLANT emphasizes and supports entrepreneurship by
providing key resources to empower Affiliate Partners to
focus solely on business-building essentials.

The TRILLANT affiliate partner
model drives at the core of a
unifying “We” philosophy that
inspires true team spirit.

23

Challenges
and Solutions
Centralized operations within the traditional business model
pose critical challenges solved by implementing blockchain
technology and building a complex affiliate referral ecosystem.
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Challenges
and Solutions

CHALLENGE

WITHOUT BLOCKCHAIN

WITH BLOCKCHAIN
Public blockchain ensures transparency

Financial
Transparency

Company owners can exclude affiliates from the
financial flow and redirect revenue distribution
for the company‘s advantage.

and control of the financial flow. Affiliates,
entrepreneurs, and Merchants can verify data
for revenue accountability. New members
considering joining TRILLANT can review data
in advance to assess economic viability.
The implementation of blockchain

Lack of
Transparency

Affiliates may not receive their fair share of sales

technology provides transaction transparency

generated since the company solely controls the

between participants and enables cross-

sales commission process.

border payments, expanding the company‘s
geographic reach and user base.

Accurate
Statistical Data

Companies can embellish sales data to attract
new affiliates, increase sales, and boost business
expansion.

Open access to valid data in the blockchain
allows for a comprehensive sales analysis and
affiliate activity review to optimize business
processes and increase profits.

Companies generate sales statements using

In a decentralized blockchain model, only

Fund

proprietary, unaudited systems or software.

wallet holders control fund access. Profit

Management

Affiliates have no guarantee of fund withdrawals

distribution among Affiliate Partners is

as they do not “own“ the funds and would not

automated with specific pre-programmed

have the discretion of their specific use.

terms.

New companies can face challenges in software
development, marketing, and sales strategies
Lack of
Resources

to attract customers. Merchants are challenged
with obtaining capital or hiring resources to
perform tasks and promote the sales of goods or
services.

The TRILLANT ecosystem provides Merchants
with the necessary tools to successfully
launch a business. TRILLANT solves the
problem of revenue allocation, provides a
ready-to-go accounting system, and provides
access to a broad international audience of
customers.

In the early stages of a business launch,
companies tend to lack the resources to
Development
Dependency

implement a successful marketing plan and
develop relationships with systems developers.
As a result, intellectual property rights and source
code could remain under the developers‘ control,

The decentralized, open-source infrastructure
of the TRILLANT ecosystem allows a team of
developers access to the database, code, and
technical solutions.

leading to a loss of company control.
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Members
Defined
TRILLANT is the first of its kind, a self-contained crypto ecosystem
built by the people, for the people.
Members. TRILLANT members are classified

Affiliate Partners make referrals of new members and

as Passive Members or Affiliate Partners. Through

Merchants to produce sustainable income streams.

blockchain technology, members are assigned a

Additionally, they help to educate and inform new

membership code, which identifies their unique wallet

members while building their TRILLANT team.

address on the blockchain.
The concepts of cryptocurrency and staking were initially
The distinction between Passive Members and Affiliate

understood only by experienced crypto investors who

Partners is that Passive Members do not have any new

realized the potential. TRILLANT’s growth is a direct

member or Merchant referrals. In contrast, Affiliate

result of the collaboration of highly-experienced leaders,

Partners have at least one referral into the TRILLANT

their respective teams, and the company leadership.

ecosystem.

Referral Staking Profits. Both Short and
Passive Member Role. TRILLANT was created

Long-Term Staking generates weekly profits of

with the Passive Member in mind by offering attractive

TRILLON. Affiliate Partners automatically receive a fixed

and lucrative Short and Long-Term staking options.

percentage of referrals’ weekly staking profits, down

Passive Members may join TRILLANT and earn an

three levels. Affiliate Partners‘ and the respective team‘s

ongoing, sustainable and recurring income without

performance receive compensation transparently.

sharing the TRILLANT opportunity with others.

Merchant Referral Commissions. In
Affiliate Partner Role. The active contribution

addition to staking profit compensation, Affiliate

of Affiliate Partners to the growth and maintenance of

Partners are eligible to receive a percentage of profits

the TRILLANT ecosystem is essential. Affiliate Partners

from referred Merchants who sell goods and services in

gain a wide range of earning opportunities since they

the TRILLANDO Marketplace.

are the personalized interface to customers and the
direct market.

The revenue-sharing model offers the
TRILLANT community a wide range of
earning opportunities.
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"The time has come to give
back to the people.”
- Erich Ely
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The
Exchange
As an additional element of the TRILLANT
ecosystem, the Exchange operates as a
currency conversion gateway.
Moreover, as a projected landmark, the Exchange will provide individual IBANs and SWIFT to complete the final
integration with traditional finance.
Through the Exchange, the full potential of TRILLANT is realized, which includes a direct-line connection to the
TRILLANT app, cryptocurrency to FIAT exchanges, encrypted security, and the integration of traditional commerce.
• Manage digital assets and crypto wallet on the Exchange
• Advanced trading accounts offer higher transaction limits
• Encrypted security and protection
• Low transaction fees

27
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Mobile
Applications
TRILLANT
Messenger
Application

• Secure cryptocurrency payment solutions, including the TRILLON Pay Coin

Mobile
Wallet
Application

• Easily transfer and convert TRILLON into alternate currencies

• Convenient access to buy and sell products in the TRILLANDO Marketplace
• Private and secure instant messaging and email

• Bank to mobile-wallet connection for instant deposits
• Smartphone connection to the TRILLANT ecosystem
• Simple, intuitive, user-friendly operating system
• Encrypted wallet for smartphone users
• Safe and secure transactions
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Roadmap
LAUNCH TRILLANT
BACK OFFICE

AUG 24 2022

LAUNCH TRILLANDO
MARKETPLACE

Q4 - 2022

Q4 - 2022

LISTING TRILLANT & TRILLON ON
INDEPENDENT EXCHANGES

Q4 - 2022

TRILLON SECURITY AUDIT
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LAUNCH TRILLANT MULTIFUNCTIONAL MESSENGER APP

Q4 - 2022

LISTING ON COINMARKETCAP /
COINGECKO

Q4 - 2022
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"My vision is for people to find financial
independence and to live free.”
- Erich Ely

www.trillant.com
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